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READING   
Elizabeth Gilbert, from her book “Big Magic”: 

“This, I believe, is the central question upon which all creative living hinges: Do you have the 
courage to bring forth the treasures that are hidden within you? Look, I don't know what's 
hidden within you.  You yourself may barely know, although I suspect you've caught glimpses. I 
don't know your capacities, your aspirations, your longings, your secret talents.  But surely 
something wonderful is sheltered inside you.  
 
I say this with all confidence, because I happen to believe we are all walking repositories of 
buried treasure. I believe this is one of the oldest and most generous tricks the universe plays 
on us human beings, both for its own amusement and for ours: The universe buries strange 
jewels deep within us all, and then stands back to see if we can find them.” 
 

SERMON       
Elizabeth Gilbert, the author I quoted in the reading earlier, is spreading the gospel of the 
creative life. She believes that we all have within us the capacity for a deeply satisfying life, and 
that this life is made possible when we get creative. Or rather, when we get in touch with the 
creativity that already exists within us. 

“I happen to believe we are all walking repositories of buried treasure,” she says.  

One of the principles of Unitarian Universalism states that we affirm the worth and dignity of all 
people.  Perhaps we should rewrite it to add “the worth, dignity and creative capacity of all 
people.” 

Because I think Elizabeth Gilbert is right.  Everyone, every human being of every age, has the 
capacity to create something. It is intrinsic to our human nature – we human beings create 
things: buildings and paintings and coffee cups and cruise ships. We create songs and stories 
and new words and friendships. We create things that are tangible, like this pencil, and things 
that are intangible, like this religion. Our capacity for creation is how we have transformed the 
world around us. 

Gilbert sees this and charges us all to get creative – to hunt for those jewels of creative capacity 
within us, to live the creative life. 

But what exactly is “creativity”? And how do we cultivate it both within ourselves and within 
the wider community?  
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There’s nothing like the command, “Be Creative” to shut down the creative impulse. In our 
current culture, the statement “Be Creative” usually just means “Get it done!” It’s the kind of 
thing your boss says when faced with a problem that they have no idea how to solve. “Make it 
twice as fast with half the budget, George – be creative!” 

That’s not the kind of panic-induced, deadline-driven creativity I’m talking about.  Sure, 
creativity can happen under those circumstances, but I’m talking about something bigger - a 
way of engaging with all of life itself, not just solving a problem. 

I think creativity is an awakening of the soul. 

And this makes creativity a religious endeavor. 

Religion often gets a bad rap when it comes to creativity.  After all how can something that so 
often relies upon rituals that are thousands of years old be considered “creative”?  Many 
people experience religion as something that stifles creativity, rather than unleashes it. How 
many of you had that experience growing up – participating in a religious system that felt 
stifling and oppressive, the opposite of creative and free?  If your experience of religion has just 
been about following orders, obeying rules, and being told that there is only one right answer 
to any question, then yes, that narrow kind of religion does not necessarily lead to a more 
creative life. 

But of course that is just one slice of the religious landscape. Underneath that narrow 
interpretation is something bigger, something connected to love and longing and the human 
desire to make meaning out of our lives, something religious that unleashes creativity, rather 
than stifles it. 

After all, how much art has been created that is intertwined with religious expression?  Music, 
painting, sculpture, storytelling, these are all woven into every religion that has ever existed. 
From the Sistine Chapel in Rome to the wooden carved masks of Gabon to the Noh plays of 
Japan, religious art is everywhere.  Even secular art cannot escape religious language. We 
describe great music as “divine”, or “soulful”.  We say that a good movie was “spell-binding”. 
The language of magic, of divinity, of the spirit is woven into the very way we talk about good 
art. 

In understanding the relationship between religion, art and creativity, I have been very 
influenced by the work of Michael Jackson.  No, not that Michael Jackson, but rather Michael D. 
Jackson, a professor of World Religions at Harvard who introduced me to the idea of the 
religious imagination and helped me understand the creative capacity of ritual. 

There is a philosophy of thought that says that human beings developed religions in part 
because participating in a religious tradition increases our capacity to respond creatively to the 
fact of our existence in the world. That is to say, we exist, we are self-aware enough to know 
that we exist, and we have to deal with that fact.  Religion is a creative, constructive response 
this. 
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Human beings are different from most living creatures. Most living creatures just exist, and go 
about their lives without thinking much about the “why” of things. Pigeons, as far as we can 
tell, don’t pause in mid-air to consider what their life’s purpose is.  

But human beings are different. We are always struggling to understand what it means to be, to 
exist, in this world. Religion evolved to help us do this, and primarily because it teaches us to 
work with metaphor, with images and rituals that hold a mirror up to life and help us 
understand what is going on inside of ourselves, what we are feeling and thinking and 
experiencing within.  Religion helps us build a bridge between the interior of our souls and the 
exterior of the rest of the world. This is the religious imagination at work – making that 
connection - between the story of Jesus and our own experience of living, for example. 

But the religious imagination doesn’t stop there; it’s not just about helping us understand what 
*is*. It moves beyond what is, right now, and allows us to imagine what might be, to conceive 
of a world that does not yet exist, but might. This is also what art does - art imagines 
possibilities, plays a game of “what if”. Have you ever been transported by a song into a 
different world for a few minutes?  Have you ever looked at a painting and felt like you were 
looking through a window onto another time and place? And in some act of magic, in some 
miraculous way, the artist has actually created that new world, actually introduced something 
into the world that was not there before.  Every act of creation changes the world. 

And this is why the religious imagination is so important. Religious imagination also plays this 
game of “what if”. We have the power to create stories and imagine alternative realities and 
religion helps us channel this creative power, it teaches us to conceive of things like the Beloved 
Community, of a world of peace instead of war, of a renewed care for our earth, and in 
conceiving this, in imagining this, we make it possible.  

 If we don’t imagine something new, how would change ever happen? How would 
transformation be possible? 

The religious imagination allows us to imagine the possibility of love when we feel most 
unlovable.  The religious imagination steps in to the broken places and invites us to imagine 
what it would feel like if our wounds were healed. It can be an intensely personal thing, 
allowing us to find power and strength in our lives when we feel adrift and insignificant and 
alone. It can also be a huge, collective action, such as when Dr. King asked us to dream together 
of a world that is not torn apart by racism and hate. 

This is a powerful thing, this religious imagination. But it can also be used imagine hells and 
terrors and nightmares, and these can come into being, too. The religious imagination is a tool, 
and it can be used for better or for worse purposes. 

So it is our job, then, as Unitarian Universalists with these tools in our hands, with a free-
ranging religious imagination and a capacity for creative living, it is our job to ask ourselves: 
what will we create with these powerful things? What kind of world will we create with the 
jewels we have hidden, right here inside us. 
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And so we turn to the children. 

I say we turn to the children because the world we create, the world we are creating, is only 
partially for us. It is also for the future. Children demand that we imagine the future, because it 
is more real for them than for any of us.  They have to live there, after all. So they make 
demands upon us – important demands. 

If we want to know what kind of world we should be creating, we must be in relationship across 
the generations, living with the future among us. 

I’ve been thinking a lot about creativity because, as you may have heard by now, we are 
beginning a congregation-wide discussion about religious education.  Specifically, we want to 
uncover what the big questions are that our families and kids are wrestling with, and what the 
big dreams are that our congregation holds for the program.  It is time to unleash our creative 
religious imagination! It is time to play that game of “what if”. 

The Unitarian minister William Ellery Channing said, way back in the early 1800’s, that the great 
end to religious instruction was to awaken the soul.  

What if our religious education program was designed to awaken the soul? 

You can start adding your own “what ifs” to the conversation today. 

I’m going to invite you to reflect for just a moment on your own childhood, and your own 
religious education, good or bad or nonexistent. It’s a two part question. First, think of a part of 
your religious education that awakened your soul. Something about the religious education you 
had, whatever that may be, that inspired you and made you come alive. Second, think of 
something that was missing, in your experience growing up. Some aspect of religious education 
that you longed for, as a child, but never quite received. After a moment reflecting on these 
questions, please turn to your neighbor and share, briefly, your thoughts and feelings. 

If you would rather spend the time in quiet reflection, that’s ok too. Just put a hand across your 
chest like this. 

(Time for reflection, marked by a chime) 

The poet Louise Gluck said, “We look at the world once, in childhood. The rest is memory.” One 
of the gifts of living in a multigenerational community is that we are invited to revisit those 
childhood experiences, to re-see the world, over and over again. Just like us, kids are learning to 
navigate both an interior and exterior world. Just like us, they need the tools to help make 
meaning and purpose out of their lives, and a loving community that allows them to flourish as 
they grow. 

To get our religious imagination fired up about religious education, we have a few different 
ways to engage with this discussion.  We’ve started a “Vision Board” that will be up during 
social hour for the rest of the month.  Words, images, drawings, whatever inspires you about 
religious education can be pinned to this board.  
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Speaking of boards, the Board of Trustees is hosting a conversation today, after the second 
service, to hear directly from you about how we can connect the vision and mission of the 
Unitarian Society to our work in children’s religious education. 

There will also be a survey going out online in about a week or so.   

These are the first steps in articulating a vision, a vision that we will use as the building material 
for the next phase of the work, designing a program that supports these dreams. You’ll be 
hearing more about it as it unfolds. 

So let’s get creative. Let’s put our religious imagination to good use.  

There is a jewel hidden here, among us.  We are embarking on a search to uncover it, to allow it 
to shimmer and shine in the light of day, in the classrooms and in the time for all ages and at 
the potlucks and in the multigenerational services.  

I believe that together we can offer something incredible, unique, and irreplaceable for our 
children and young families.  Something that will fire up the creativity of an entire community: 
a religious education program that will awaken the souls of us all. 

 

 

 


